The RMIT Gallery Board and Director Suzanne Davies have great pleasure in inviting you to the launch of *DISTRIBUTED URBANISM: CITIES AFTER GOOGLE EARTH* Edited by Gretchen Wilkins

To be launched by Hitoshi Abe, Chair of the Department of Architecture and Urban Design, UCLA and principal of Atelier Hitoshi Abe in Sendai, Japan.

Launch 6–8 pm Monday 9 August
RSVP 03 9925 1717 / rmit.gallery@rmit.edu.au

Left: Book cover design by Southsouthwest.
Image on reverse: Old train station, Dalzelle Street, Detroit
Photo: Corine Vermeulen

What kind of urbanism does Google Earth produce? *DISTRIBUTED URBANISM: CITIES AFTER GOOGLE EARTH* (Routledge, 2010) presents a series of case studies highlighting the architectural implications of remote design agencies on twenty-first century cities, including Rotterdam, Tokyo, Barcelona, Detroit, Hong Kong, Dubai, Beijing and Mumbai.